About TELMEX Education

The TELMEX Program of Education and Digital Culture, is the most important initiative in Mexico that focuses on integrating the use of cutting edge technology in educational practices and it is comprised of four branches: TELMEX House, TELMEX Digital Library, TELMEX Digital Classroom and Educational Support.
About Saltillo TELMEX House

The use of Scratch in the past few years has been vital in all of our TELMEX Houses, especially in Saltillo, Coahuila, to provide preschoolers, whom do not know how to write or read, a chance to explore, learn and creatively develop skills needed for programming, reasoning systematically as well as team working.
About the Session.

During the Workshop, we would like you to enjoy the new features of Scratch 2.0, you don’t need to be an experimented programmer, but for those who are, a new experience and a lot of fun are waiting for you to join us!
About the Session.

1. We are going to use recycling materials to make musical instruments.
2. Use the picture of our musical instruments with Scratch.
3. Using the webcam and Scratch 2.0, we are going to use our body and the digitalized musical instruments instruments to create a music band.
Conducted By...

- Scratch Club Members
  - Owen Laureano Martínez.
  - Fernando Guerrero García.
- Vera de Leon.